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14.3: Properties of Alcohols
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14.4: Reactions of Alcohols

1. Give two major types of reactions of alcohols.
2. Describe the result of the oxidation of a primary alcohol.
3. Describe the result of the oxidation of a secondary alcohol.

Chemical reactions in alcohols occur mainly at the functional group, but some involve hydrogen atoms attached to the OH-bearing
carbon atom or to an adjacent carbon atom. Of the three major kinds of alcohol reactions, which are summarized in Figure ,
two—dehydration and oxidation—are considered here. The third reaction type—esterification—is covered elsewhere.

Figure : Reactions of Alcohols. Oxidation and dehydration of alcohols are considered here.

Dehydration

As noted in Figure , an alcohol undergoes dehydration in the presence of a catalyst to form an alkene and water. The
reaction removes the OH group from the alcohol carbon atom and a hydrogen atom from an adjacent carbon atom in the same
molecule:

Under the proper conditions, it is possible for the dehydration to occur between two alcohol molecules. The entire OH group of
one molecule and only the hydrogen atom of the OH group of the second molecule are removed. The two ethyl groups attached
to an oxygen atom form an ether molecule.

(Ethers are discussed in elsewhere) Thus, depending on conditions, one can prepare either alkenes or ethers by the dehydration
of alcohols.

Both dehydration and hydration reactions occur continuously in cellular metabolism, with enzymes serving as catalysts and
at a temperature of about 37°C. The following reaction occurs in the "Embden–Meyerhof" pathway
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Although the participating compounds are complex, the reaction is the same: elimination of water from the starting material.
The idea is that if you know the chemistry of a particular functional group, you know the chemistry of hundreds of different
compounds.

Oxidation
Primary and secondary alcohols are readily oxidized. We saw earlier how methanol and ethanol are oxidized by liver enzymes
to form aldehydes. Because a variety of oxidizing agents can bring about oxidation, we can indicate an oxidizing agent without
specifying a particular one by writing an equation with the symbol [O] above the arrow. For example, we write the oxidation of
ethanol—a primary alcohol—to form acetaldehyde—an aldehyde—as follows:

We shall see that aldehydes are even more easily oxidized than alcohols and yield carboxylic acids. Secondary alcohols are
oxidized to ketones. The oxidation of isopropyl alcohol by potassium dichromate (K Cr O ) gives acetone, the simplest ketone:

Unlike aldehydes, ketones are relatively resistant to further oxidation, so no special precautions are required to isolate them as
they form. Note that in oxidation of both primary (RCH OH) and secondary (R CHOH) alcohols, two hydrogen atoms are
removed from the alcohol molecule, one from the OH group and other from the carbon atom that bears the OH group.

These reactions can also be carried out in the laboratory with chemical oxidizing agents. One such oxidizing agent is
potassium dichromate. The balanced equation (showing only the species involved in the reaction) in this case is as follows:

Alcohol oxidation is important in living organisms. Enzyme-controlled oxidation reactions provide the energy cells need to do
useful work. One step in the metabolism of carbohydrates involves the oxidation of the secondary alcohol group in isocitric acid
to a ketone group:

The overall type of reaction is the same as that in the conversion of isopropyl alcohol to acetone.

Tertiary alcohols (R COH) are resistant to oxidation because the carbon atom that carries the OH group does not have a
hydrogen atom attached but is instead bonded to other carbon atoms. The oxidation reactions we have described involve the
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formation of a carbon-to-oxygen double bond. Thus, the carbon atom bearing the OH group must be able to release one of its
attached atoms to form the double bond. The carbon-to-hydrogen bonding is easily broken under oxidative conditions, but
carbon-to-carbon bonds are not. Therefore tertiary alcohols are not easily oxidized.

Write an equation for the oxidation of each alcohol. Use [O] above the arrow to indicate an oxidizing agent. If no reaction
occurs, write “no reaction” after the arrow.

a. CH CH CH CH CH OH

b. 

Solution

The first step is to recognize the class of each alcohol as primary, secondary, or tertiary.

a. This alcohol has the OH group on a carbon atom that is attached to only one other carbon atom, so it is a primary alcohol.
Oxidation forms first an aldehyde and further oxidation forms a carboxylic acid.

b. This alcohol has the OH group on a carbon atom that is attached to three other carbon atoms, so it is a tertiary alcohol. No
reaction occurs.

c. This alcohol has the OH group on a carbon atom that is attached to two other carbon atoms, so it is a secondary alcohol;
oxidation gives a ketone.

Write an equation for the oxidation of each alcohol. Use [O] above the arrow to indicate an oxidizing agent. If no reaction
occurs, write “no reaction” after the arrow.

1. 

 Example 14.4.1
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Summary

Alcohols can be dehydrated to form either alkenes (higher temperature, excess acid) or ethers (lower temperature, excess
alcohol). Primary alcohols are oxidized to form aldehydes. Secondary alcohols are oxidized to form ketones. Tertiary alcohols
are not readily oxidized.

14.4: Reactions of Alcohols is shared under a CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 license and was authored, remixed, and/or curated by LibreTexts.
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14.5: Phenols

To describe the structure and uses of some phenols

Compounds in which an OH group is attached directly to an aromatic ring are designated ArOH and called phenols. Phenols differ
from alcohols in that they are slightly acidic in water. They react with aqueous sodium hydroxide (NaOH) to form salts.

The parent compound, C H OH, is itself called phenol. (An old name, emphasizing its slight acidity, was carbolic acid.) Phenol is
a white crystalline compound that has a distinctive (“hospital smell”) odor.

 
Figure : (Left) Structure of Phenol (right) Approximately two grams of phenol in glass vial. Image used with permisison

from Wikipedia

Phenols are widely used as antiseptics (substances that kill microorganisms on living tissue) and as disinfectants (substances
intended to kill microorganisms on inanimate objects such as furniture or floors). The first widely used antiseptic was phenol.
Joseph Lister used it for antiseptic surgery in 1867. Phenol is toxic to humans, however, and can cause severe burns when
applied to the skin. In the bloodstream, it is a systemic poison—that is, one that is carried to and affects all parts of the body. Its
severe side effects led to searches for safer antiseptics, a number of which have been found.

An operation in 1753, painted by Gaspare Traversi, of a surgery before antiseptics were used.

One safer phenolic antiseptic is 4-hexylresorcinol (4-hexyl-1,3-dihydroxybenzene; resorcinol is the common name for 1,3-
dihydroxybenzene, and 4-hexylresorcinol has a hexyl group on the fourth carbon atom of the resorcinol ring). It is much more
powerful than phenol as a germicide and has fewer undesirable side effects. Indeed, it is safe enough to be used as the active
ingredient in some mouthwashes and throat lozenges.

 Learning Objectives

ArOH(aq) +NaOH(aq) → ArONa(aq) + OH2
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The compound 4-hexylresorcinol is mild enough to be used as the active ingredient in antiseptic preparations for use on the
skin.

Summary 

Phenols are compounds in which an OH group is attached directly to an aromatic ring. Many phenols are used as antiseptics.

14.5: Phenols is shared under a CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 license and was authored, remixed, and/or curated by LibreTexts.
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14.7: Ethers

Describe the structural difference between an alcohol and an ether that affects physical characteristics and reactivity of
each.
Name simple ethers.
Describe the structure and uses of some ethers.

With the general formula ROR′, an ether may be considered a derivative of water in which both hydrogen atoms are replaced by
alkyl or aryl groups. It may also be considered a derivative of an alcohol (ROH) in which the hydrogen atom of the OH group is
been replaced by a second alkyl or aryl group:

Simple ethers have simple common names, formed from the names of the groups attached to oxygen atom, followed by the generic
name ether. For example, CH –O–CH CH CH  is methyl propyl ether. If both groups are the same, the group name should be
preceded by the prefix di-, as in dimethyl ether (CH –O–CH ) and diethyl ether CH CH –O–CH CH .

Ether molecules have no hydrogen atom on the oxygen atom (that is, no OH group). Therefore there is no intermolecular hydrogen
bonding between ether molecules, and ethers therefore have quite low boiling points for a given molar mass. Indeed, ethers have
boiling points about the same as those of alkanes of comparable molar mass and much lower than those of the corresponding
alcohols (Table ).

Table : Comparison of Boiling Points of Alkanes, Alcohols, and Ethers
Condensed Structural

Formula Name Molar Mass Boiling Point (°C)
Intermolecular Hydrogen
Bonding in Pure Liquid?

CH CH CH propane 44 –42 no

CH OCH dimethyl ether 46 –25 no

CH CH OH ethyl alcohol 46 78 yes

CH CH CH CH CH pentane 72 36 no

CH CH OCH CH diethyl ether 74 35 no

CH CH CH CH OH butyl alcohol 74 117 yes

Ether molecules do have an oxygen atom, however, and engage in hydrogen bonding with water molecules. Consequently, an ether
has about the same solubility in water as the alcohol that is isomeric with it. For example, dimethyl ether and ethanol (both having
the molecular formula C H O) are completely soluble in water, whereas diethyl ether and 1-butanol (both C H O) are barely
soluble in water (8 g/100 mL of water).

What is the common name for each ether?

a. CH CH CH OCH CH CH

b. 

Solution 

a. The carbon groups on either side of the oxygen atom are propyl (CH CH CH ) groups, so the compound is dipropyl ether.
b. The three-carbon group is attached by the middle carbon atom, so it is an isopropyl group. The one-carbon group is a methyl

group. The compound is isopropyl methyl ether.

 Learning Objectives
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What is the common name for each ether?

a. CH CH CH CH OCH CH CH CH

A general anesthetic acts on the brain to produce unconsciousness and a general insensitivity to feeling or pain. Diethyl ether
(CH CH OCH CH ) was the first general anesthetic to be used.

William Morton, a Boston dentist, introduced diethyl ether into surgical practice in 1846. This painting shows an operation in
Boston in 1846 in which diethyl ether was used as an anesthetic. Inhalation of ether vapor produces unconsciousness by
depressing the activity of the central nervous system. Source: Painting of William Morton by Ernest Board.

Diethyl ether is relatively safe because there is a fairly wide gap between the dose that produces an effective level of anesthesia and
the lethal dose. However, because it is highly flammable and has the added disadvantage of causing nausea, it has been replaced by
newer inhalant anesthetics, including the fluorine-containing compounds halothane, enflurane, and isoflurane. Unfortunately, the
safety of these compounds for operating room personnel has been questioned. For example, female operating room workers
exposed to halothane suffer a higher rate of miscarriages than women in the general population.

These three modern, inhalant, halogen-containing, anesthetic compounds are less flammable than diethyl ether.

Summary 
To give ethers common names, simply name the groups attached to the oxygen atom, followed by the generic name ether. If both
groups are the same, the group name should be preceded by the prefix di-. Ether molecules have no OH group and thus no
intermolecular hydrogen bonding. Ethers therefore have quite low boiling points for a given molar mass. Ether molecules have an
oxygen atom and can engage in hydrogen bonding with water molecules. An ether molecule has about the same solubility in water
as the alcohol that is isomeric with it.

14.7: Ethers is shared under a CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 license and was authored, remixed, and/or curated by LibreTexts.
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14.8: Thiols and Disulfides

Identify thiols (mercaptans) by the presence of an SH group.
The mild oxidation of thiols gives disulfides.

Because sulfur is in the same group (6A) of the periodic table as oxygen, the two elements have some similar properties. We might
expect sulfur to form organic compounds related to those of oxygen, and indeed it does. Thiols (also called mercaptans), which are
sulfur analogs of alcohols, have the general formula RSH. Methanethiol (also called methyl mercaptan), has the formula CH SH.
Ethanethiol (ethyl mercaptan) is the most common odorant for liquid propane (LP) gas.

The mild oxidation of thiols gives compounds called disulfides.

The amino acids cysteine [HSCH CH(NH )COOH] and methionine [CH SCH CH CH(NH )COOH] contain sulfur atoms, as do
all proteins that contain these amino acids. Disulfide linkages (–S–S–) between protein chains are extremely important in protein
structure.

Thioethers, which are sulfur analogs of ethers, have the form general formula RSR′. An example is dimethylsulfide (CH SCH ),
which is responsible for the sometimes unpleasant odor of cooking cabbage and related vegetables. Note that methionine has a
thioether functional group.

Paramedics are highly trained experts at providing emergency medical treatment. Their critical duties often include rescue
work and emergency medical procedures in a wide variety of settings, sometimes under extremely harsh and difficult
conditions. Like other science-based professions, their work requires knowledge, ingenuity, and complex thinking, as well as a
great deal of technical skill. The recommended courses for preparation in this field include anatomy, physiology, medical
terminology, and—not surprisingly—chemistry. An understanding of basic principles of organic chemistry, for example, is
useful when paramedics have to deal with such traumas as burns from fuel (hydrocarbons) or solvent (alcohols, ethers, esters,
and so on) fires and alcohol and drug overdoses.

To become a paramedic requires 2–4 y of training and usually includes a stint as an emergency medical technician (EMT). An
EMT provides basic care, can administer certain medications and treatments, such as oxygen for respiratory problems and
epinephrine (adrenalin) for allergic reactions, and has some knowledge of common medical conditions. A paramedic, in
contrast, must have extensive knowledge of common medical problems and be trained to administer a wide variety of
emergency drugs.

Paramedics usually work under the direction of a medical doctor with a title such as “medical director.” Some paramedics are
employed by fire departments and may work from a fire engine that carries medical equipment as well as fire-fighting gear.
Some work from hospital-sponsored ambulances and continue to care for their patients after reaching the hospital emergency
room. Still other paramedics work for a government department responsible for emergency health care in a specific
geographical area. Finally, some work for private companies that contract to provide service for a government body.

An experienced paramedic has a broad range of employment options, including training for mountain or ocean rescue, working
with police department special weapons and tactics (SWAT) teams, or working in isolated settings such as on oil rigs. With
their expertise at treating and stabilizing patients before quickly moving them to a hospital, paramedics often provide the first
critical steps in saving an endangered life. The following quotation, inscribed on the Arlington National Cemetery headstone of
Army Lieutenant R. Adams Cowley, who is often called the “father” of shock trauma medicine, serves as the motto for many
paramedic units: “Next to creating a life the finest thing a man can do is save one.” —Abraham Lincoln

Summary 
Thiols, thioethers, and disulfides are common in biological compounds.
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Concept Review Exercises 

1. What is the functional group of a thiol? Write the condensed structural formula for ethanethiol (ethyl mercaptan).

2. What is the functional group of a disulfide? Write the condensed structural formula for dipropyl disulfide.

Answers 

1. SH; CH CH SH

2. –S–S–; CH CH CH SSCH CH CH

Exercises 

1. A common natural gas odorant is tert-butyl mercaptan. What is its condensed structural formula?

2. Write the equation for the oxidation of ethanethiol to diethyl disulfide.

Answer 

1. (CH ) CSH

14.8: Thiols and Disulfides is shared under a CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 license and was authored, remixed, and/or curated by LibreTexts.
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14.9: Halogen-Containing Compounds

Identify and name a simple alkyl halide.

The presence of a halogen atom (F, Cl, Br, or I; also, X is used to represent any halogen atom) is one of the simplest functional
groups. Organic compounds that contain a halogen atom are called alkyl halides. We have already seen some examples of alkyl
halides when the addition of halogens across double and triple bonds was introduced in Section 16.3 - "Branched Hydrocarbons;"
the products of these reactions were alkyl halides.

A simple alkyl halide can be named like an ionic salt, first by stating the name of the parent alkane as a substituent group (with the
-yl suffix) and then the name of the halogen as if it were the anion. So CH Cl has the common name of methyl chloride, while
CH CH Br is ethyl bromide and CH CH CH I is propyl iodide. However, this system is not ideal for more complicated alkyl
halides.

The systematic way of naming alkyl halides is to name the halogen as a substituent, just like an alkyl group, and use numbers to
indicate the position of the halogen atom on the main chain. The name of the halogen as a substituent comes from the stem of the
element's name plus the ending -o, so the substituent names are fluoro-, chloro-, bromo- and iodo-. If there is more than one of a
certain halogen, we use numerical prefixes to indicate the number of each kind, just as with alkyl groups. For example, this
molecule

is 2-bromobutane, while this molecule

is 2,3-dichloropentane. If alkyl groups are present, the substituents are listed alphabetically. Numerical prefixes are ignored when
determining the alphabetical ordering of substituent groups.

Name this molecule.

Solution

The longest carbon chain has five C atoms, so the molecule is a pentane. There are two chlorine substituents located on the
second and third C atoms, with a one-carbon methyl group on the third C atom as well. The correct name for this molecule is
2,3-dichloro-3-methylpentane.

Name this molecule.
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Answer

1,1,2-tribromopropane

Most alkyl halides are insoluble in H O. Smaller alcohols, however, are very soluble in H O because these molecules can engage
in hydrogen bonding with H O molecules. For larger molecules, however, the polar OH group is overwhelmed by the nonpolar
alkyl part of the molecule. While methanol is soluble in H O in all proportions, only about 2.6 g of pentanol will dissolve in 100 g
of H O. Larger alcohols have an even lower solubility in H O.

One reaction common to alcohols and alkyl halides is elimination, the removal of the functional group (either X or OH) and an H
atom from an adjacent carbon. The general reaction can be written as follows:

where Z represents either the X or the OH group. The biggest difference between elimination in alkyl halides and elimination in
alcohols is the identity of the catalyst: for alkyl halides, the catalyst is a strong base; for alcohols, the catalyst is a strong acid. For
compounds in which there are H atoms on more than one adjacent carbon, a mixture of products results.

Predict the organic product(s) of this reaction.

Solution

Under these conditions, an HOH (otherwise known as H O) molecule will be eliminated, and an alkene will be formed. It does
not matter which adjacent carbon loses the H atom; in either case the product will be

which is propene.

Predict the organic product(s) of this reaction.
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Answer

1-butene and 2-butene

Key Takeaways 
Alkyl halides have a halogen atom as a functional group.
Alcohols have an OH group as a functional group.
Nomenclature rules allow us to name alkyl halides and alcohols.
In an elimination reaction, a double bond is formed as an HX or an HOH molecule is removed.
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14.10: Stereochemistry and Chirality
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